Abstract. Bifurcation is a common and significant phenomenon in Nonlinear Science. The bifurcation diagram of a piecewise function which consists of a wavelet and a sine function is discussed in the paper. The diagram shows that one period of some areas evolve directly into three, five, seven, odd periods. Some other areas transit from three periods to four periods by an interval then to five, six, continuously by shorter intervals. This representative bifurcation diagram has not been discovered before.
Bifurcation analysis has shown considerable success in explaining, classifying, and drawing analogies among the behaviors of a myriad of different application areas. The study of bifurcations in smooth dynamical systems is extensive and well grounded. However, the result does not apply to discontinuous systems.
In particular, piecewise smooth systems which are focus of a class of discontinuous systems have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] (to cite just a few). Piecewise smooth systems are known to present a richer set of bifurcations than their smooth counterparts. Such bifurcations have been observed in many different models and studied in a number of papers over the past few years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Along with the parameter value increasing, bifurcation phenomena is changing in the bifurcation diagram. The bifurcation diagram of a wavelet function that shows specially is discussed in [13] . When the parameter increases, the bifurcation is varying not only from period (n=1,2,3……) to chaotic state but also from the chaotic state to period 2n (n=……3,2,1) . Fig. 1 shows the graph of the wavelet function (Eq. 1, k=1.3,u=-0.5,-1.5<x<1.5) and the logistic map 5 .
(a) the wavelet function (b) the logistic map In this paper, a piecewise-smooth function (Eq. 2) based on Eq. 1 is discussed and the representative diagram is mainly presented.
The graph showed in Fig. 2 of the Eq. 2 changes when the parameter u varies. Let all the initial value of x=0.1, k=1.3, and u varies between -2 and 1, the bifurcation diagram of the family of Eq. 1 is shown in Figure 3 . According to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , it can be concluded that the Eq. 2 is not a chaos map. The Lyapunov exponents diagram of the Eq. 2 is shown in Fig. 4 . According to 6, the Lyapunov exponents are almost greater than zero. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , we can get the local amplification of Fig. 3 . The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 5 shows that odd period increases every other period and in Fig. 6 shows that period increases one by one. Nevertheless, there are some special cases; for one thing, there appears period 10 between -0.915 and -0.91 in Fig. 5 .
As we know, period-doubling bifurcation is common. In this bifurcation, we can speculate that the two adjacent branches are in coincidence with each other although adjacent branches are not continuous. In Fig. 7 , we can see that the plot of graphical iteration of Eq. 2 (u=0.025, starts with x=0.6) is period 5. Especially, the plot of Eq. 2 is shown in Figure 8 (u=-0.895, starts with x=0.6), which is clearer and more hierarchical.
There are many research results in the bifurcation characteristics of the one-variable continues function, while those in piecewise smooth function are much less. Since piecewise smooth function applies widely in our world, it is important to do more researches on it. In the paper, we found a special bifurcation diagram which has never been discovered before. In the further research work, we should prove that the system of Eq. 1 is not chaos. In addition, is the ratio of the adjacent period length a universal constant? Is it similar to Feigenbaum constant? Such problems are worthy of investigation.
